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Personality Development in Infancy, a Biological Approach

D. G. Freedman
Committee on Human Development

and Department of Biology (the College)
The University of Chicago

* * *

Modern personality theory with its emphasis on individual differences in

interpersonal relations stems almost entirely from the developmental system de-

vised by Freud. Using a metaphorical biology, Freud created a system which grew

in internal complexity but remained independent of the changing scientific scene

in genetics and evolutionary systematics. While at first glance there now seem

to be no visible bridges between psychoanalytic theory and modern biology, the

general theory of evolution provides so wide nn apron as to readily enfold the

facts of an interpersonal psychology. Not only that, but since modern biological

thinking acknowledges the equally great importance of environment and genotype

in the basic formula "phenotype = genotype x environment," and since genotype

implies phylogeny, it provides a basis for a wider range of thought than any

existing psychological theory.

The field of personality will be viewed here as concerned primarily with

the development cf human attachments, but certainly not exclusively so, and

cognitive development will be lar3e1y neglected in favor of an emphasis on af-

fective behavior.

To appear in Y. Brackbill (Ed.) latsny_LlaalliEzma, Free Press, New
York, 1967. Writing of this ch4ter was made possible, in part, by State of
Illinois Department of Mental Health Grant #17-233. Thanks are due Professor
Bernice Neugarten for the critical reading of an earlier draft.

The present revised version is to appear in Washburn, S. L. (Ed.) Pe.szecLtives
in Human Evolutiont_It New York: Holt, Rinehart & Winston, 1968.
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Social attachment will be considered an adaptive, evolved characteristic

of many species, and the formation of human mutuality is seen as attained via

many evolved mechanisms which are mutually reinforcing and which assure social

interaction (see last Section).

For the present thesis, then, personality is defined as a gestalt array

of species traits, usually related to interpersonal behavior, which variesuniquelY

for each individual because the genotype is unique, the individual experience is

unique, and the interaction between genotype and experience is unique. The fresh

aspect of this definition is that it brings the species concept to the fore and

thereby provides a structure in which all hominids may be compared on the basis

of their unique variation on the basic hominid theme.

This emphasis on evolved behavior is not meant to deny that familial and

cultural institutions do indeed differentially influence behavior and personality.

We will, rather, emphasize that such institutions only vupport or shape man's be-

havior and do not create it, as it were, out of the blue.

1. Developmental Theoriet, - a brief overview

In considering current psychological theories concerned with development

of personality, psychoanalysis contains the only systematic treatment of how re-

lationships develop between humans. Among the other developmental theories,

Piaget's cognitive theory has essentially an epiqtemological goal; one may read

Piaget's brilliant observations of mental development in his own children (e.g.,

Piaget, 1952) without the realization, a) that these children have unique person-

alities, or b) that Piaget or anyone else was emotionally involved with them.

Not unexpectedly, Piaget's attempts to deal with affective aspects of behavior

from his cognitive point of view, such as guilt, have resulted in a rather pallid

treatment of the subject (+Waddington, 1960).

Gesell, too, had only passing interests in the development of affective
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attachments, and his main eoncern was the maturation of perception and motor be-

havior, an area in which his work is incomparable. For their part, learning

theorists have interested themselves in the mechanisms ol how knowledge is ac-

quired, and the development of attachments has been a second order concern forced

onto the field by the high interest in psychoanalysis. As a point of fact, there

has been a more marked influence of learning theory on psychoanalysis than vice

versq, and the notion of "stamping-in" via reinforcement has taken over psycho-

analytic developmental theory (Anna Freud, 1963).

Within psychoanalysis there are problems at various levels. Bowlby (1958)

has observed that "psychoanalysts are at one in recognizing the child's first

object relations as the foundation stone of his personality, yet there is no

agreement on the nature and dynamics of this relattonshin." Infancy, for example,

has been a convenient period to which some psychoanalysts have attributed various

complex experiences supposedly causal to later behavior. Such mistakes were

largely due to ignorance ebout infants, and a:rom Klein ;137) and Sullivan (1965),

to name but two, one gets the impression that these fathomless little creatures

have a capacity for registering nuance of experience that no human beyond infancy

shares. It has also become a matter of professionalism to defend the oral, anal,

phallic trichotomy (e.g., Shur, 1960; Spitz, 1960) in the face of overwhelming

evidence that babies and children simply do not learn to relate via erotic zones

(Orlansky, 1949; Bowlby, 1958).
1

Despite the resistance to radical revisions, emphasis on libido theory has

1When faced with objective evidence that, for example, anal training and

the anal triad of traits (parsimony, obstinacy, orderliness) are not significantly

related (Orlansky, 1949), psychoanalysts counter that the outcome of anal train-

ing depends on the child's subjective experience. If this logic is carried far

enough it can be seen as an argument for genotypic differences; however, most ana-

lysts do not carry their thinking this far, despite the fact that Freud (1918)

did.
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ome muted within psychoanalysis, and two major developmental psychoanalysts,

Erikson and Spitz, have managed only clumsily to retain libido theory in their

work (Erikson, 1950; Spitz, 1965). Conversely, although in the sawe vein, the

notion of "mastery" now has a place in the mainstream of psychoanalysis, but its

relation to libido theory is complex if not confusing (e.g., Hartmann, 1950).

It will become apparent that the present author considers these problems

as soluble, but only with substantial revision in theoretical outlook. The di-

rection of change has been haralded in Bowlby's 1958 article, "lhe nature of the

child's tic to his mother," in which an ethological (evolutionary) view of the

formation of attachments was proposed. It is considered here that revivifica-

tion of psychological developmental theory can best be accomplished within a

broader evolutionary framework than that proposed by Bowlby, and much of what fol-

lows is written with that end in mind.

2. Individual Differences

We acknowledge today two major sources of individual differences in person-

ality--biological structure and familial-cultural milieu. The emphasis in the

social sciences has been overwhelmingly on the environmental sources of variance;

cultural anthropology and neo-Freudianism have joined in demcnstrating to the

world that people arc differentially shaped by different total milieu.

This may be termed the "modern" view to distinguish it from older views,

which were definitely slanted in a biological direction. Hippocrates, for ex-

ample, wrote of what today would be called biochemical or hormonal predisposi-

tions to temperament: predominance of blood, black bile, yellow bile, or phlegm

yielded, respectively, sanguine, melancholic, choleric, and phlegmatic tempera-

ments (Allport, 1937).

Many forms of typology have since been pronosed, culminating in the recent

systems of Jung (extroversion-introversion), Kretschmer (cyclothymic-schizothymic),
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and Sheldon (endomorphy-mesomorphy-ectomorphy).
Each of these typologies is

"dynamic" in that there is an apposition of opposing behaoral tendencies so

that they generate a spectrum of possible combinations, It is perhaps because

of the simplicity of these dynamic systems that they have been more influential

than the complex factoring approaches, from Franz Joseph Gall's in 1835 to those

of Spearman and R. Cattell, or the

to Murray (MacKinnon, 1944).

Summarizing the typological approach MacKinnon writes:

complex taxonomic systems from Fourier in 1851

based upon the assumption tIlat

during structure. Typologists

structure; some conceive of it

"All typologies are

personality is characterized by a more or less en-

may disagree as to the nature of this underlaying

in psychological terms, others conceptualize it

physiologically, and yet others think of it in terms of neural structure. It is

not by chance that most typologists have been biologically oriented. Typologists

any emphasize different traits and characteristics as most fundamentally differen-

tiating the basic types of personality but on one point they agree, namely, that

there are intrinsic traitt; of personality" (1')44, pp. 24-2:)).

Psychoaralysis has also produced a typology, but it is unique in that it

simultaneously divides mental structure into dynamically related layers or

segments
1 and,at the same time offers a theory of how character types develop.

Psychoanalysis, in fact, appears to be the first truly developmental psychological

system.

In the early day3 of psychoanalysis, when libido theory was predominant,

libidinal fixations about the mouth, anus, phallus (or clitoris) were considered

the basic ingredients of a typology, and libidinal fixation at any stage theoret-

ically gave the developing human characterological uniqueness in his subsequent

1The topological system, conscious vs. unconscious, or the structural system

involving the dynamic balance of ego, id, and superego (Fenichel, 1945),
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relationships, but oral, anal, phallic, and genital characters are spoken of

with decreasing frequency, even as shorthand descriptions, since their usefulness

has been in serious question for many years (Orlansky, 1949). Similarly, in the

early days of cultural anthropOlogy, the influence of the psychoanalytic typology

led to descriptions of oral, anal, and phallic cultures (Gorer, 1941). Although

thu tendency lingers on, Mead, for example, long a devotee of psychoanalytic

characterology (e.g., Mead, 1949)) has changed ht.r thinking in the direction of

ego psychology" (Mead, 1955),

Psychoanalysis is clearly in flux an :1.5 a matter '1.f fact, needs help to

direct it into more viable rays.
r-

What's wrona with _t_ys.c2._.oasi "The philosophical basis in much of
-fr

k,

early science was typological, going back to the eidos of Plato.

This implies that the 'typical' aspects of the phenomenon can be

described, and that all variation is due to imperfect replicas of

the type, all variants being, in the terms of Plato's allegory,

'shadows on a cave wall.' Such typological thinking is still preva-

lent in most branches of physics and chemistry and to a considerable

extent in functional biology, where the emphasis is on the performance

of a single individual. The typological concept has been completely

displaced in evolutionary biology by the population concept. Thc,

basis of this concept is the fact that in sexually reproducing spe-

cies no two individuals are genetically alike, and that every popula-

tion is therefore to be characterized only by statistical parameters

such as means, variances, and frequencies. . .Genetic variability is

universal, a fact which is significant not only for the student of

morphology but also for the student of behavior. It is not only wrong

te, speak of the monkey but even of the rhesus monkey. The variability



of behavior is evideat in the study not only of such a genetically

plastic species as man but even of forms with very rigid, stereo-

typed behaviors such as the hunting waspl. . .The time has come to

stress the existence of genetic diffevences in bJzazior, in view

of the enormous amount of material the students of various forms of

learning have iccumulated on nongenetic variation in behavior"

(Mayr, 1958, p. 351).

The point is that all diploid populations (those with two sets of chromo-

scums, one set paternal and one set mqternal) show a wide range of genetic vari-

ation and that no two genotypes are precisely alike (save in identical multiple

births). This gives a population greater viability as well as increasing the

possibilities for ultimate speciation. The exceedingly slim chances in man,

for example, of the same mother and father producing two identical offspring

can be seen from the fact that each may produce 2
23

kinds of gametes (8,388,608).

As if this were not sufficient variation, if one additionally assumed only two

percent of the genes were heterozygous, a single cross-over between each pair of

strands would raise the figur,! to 8,388,608 followed by 23 zeros, a very conser-

vative figure at that (Stern, l960).

It is not surprisin3, then, that the 13earch for a stable typology of per-

sonality, if indeed personality has biological roots, is a doomed project before

it starts. Let us consider, for excemple, the genetics which most probably under-

lay correlations between body build and personality such as those found by

Sheldon (1942). This is best illustrated by animal experimentation where the

proper matings and controls are possible, but as far as we know the logic holds

for all living forms.

IStockard (1931), in his work with temperament and behavior in dog breees,

was able to genetically dissociate behavioral traits from body build by crossing



experiments, and dissociation always occurred in the F2 and back-cross genera-

tions as one would expect from Mendelian models. For example, he was able to

take the lethargic and low-sluns Basset hound and, via the proper matings, pro-

duce Basset-like dogs with high strung behavioral characteristics. It can

therefore be deduced that the lethargic low-slung Basset hound was simultaneously

bred for lethargy and body build since the two are genetically independent.

In all probability there is an aaalogous history to the correlations found

between human temperament and body build. In the history of human groups there

may well have been selective packaging of genes so that today certain body lyeilds

go with certain temperaments more often than by chance; but we must assume that

such correlations can be broken, and that all combinations of temperament and

body build are possible. Sheldon's own data bear this out, in fact, in that he

finds no pure "types." In light of rodern biological thinking, then, it is

safest to assume the potential for continuous variation of behavior rather than

a "natural'piling-up into discontinuous cu;egories or types.

The relationship between human personality and genetic variability is

clearly illustrated by the following two studies comparing identical and fra-

ternal twins. In the first investigation, a group of twins was studied on a

weekly.basis over their first four months of life and in the second, a r:oup

was studied on a monthly basis over the first year (Freedman, 1965; Freedman &

Keller, 1963). Usually, twin studies are open to the criticism that mutual imi-

tation or special parental treatment has caused the greater concordance in identi-

cals, but these criticisms were effectively ruled out in these studies. Parents

were unaware of zygosity and their treatment of the twins was carefully watched

and assessed; also, since mutual imitation does not start until after one yea:

of age, it could be ruled out as affecting behavior in the first year.

In the groLp seen weekly through four months, the focus was on the

1
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development of social attachments, with specific emphasis on eyes-closed miling

(first month and c.fter), thu tim% at which the infant's eyes start to fix on

the adult face, the subsequent onset of social smiling and its frequency and ease

of elicitation, the intensity and extant of cooing, and the timing and case of

eliciting laughter. It was found that fraternal pairs vcre substantially dif-

ferent on these measures and that identical pairs were substantially alike

Identicals often differed in the onset of these behaviors (so that what A was

doing one week, B was doing the next), but the overall pz.tterns were far more

than in the fraternals, where both timing and patterning were substantially

unlike.

Tha same general findings chrracterized the second study as well. In a

particularly well-controlled aspect, ronthly motion pictures were taken over the

first year in which each twin oE a pair 7as filmed 'zeparately in the same situa-

tions. At the end of the study the films of one twin were rated on a behavior

scale by a group of four professionals who had worked vith infants, and the films

of the other were rated by a second comparable group. In this way a possible

"halo" eEfect was avoided, and again intrapair differences among fraternal t.,,ins

-tere signJ'icanFly larger. Tro of the items which proved significantly more con-

1 coreanJ.

,. in identicals were cp.; qn-n' c jentation and dez,:ree of -FePr of

b-t. 4 AA .vse.
1 JA.A.

'
nao,. ,hem 1-e-, acm.....ed to any .Lis, of 'personality

46,..*ne#0

Given these results, there seems no reasonnt)le alternate to the explanp-

tion tliat heredity plays a role in the e.evelopm;_nt of the social behaviors in-

vcsti?:ated. It also follows that the behavioral phenotypes will vary from gener-

ation to generation as the genes follow general Mondelian laws, no matter if the

br.hovior is monogenetically or polygenctically instituted; for it is rot at all

likely that pertinent environmental conditions will co-vary so as to continuously
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compensate for genetic rearrangements.
1 Inasmuch as biological determinism is

often incorrectly equated with fixity, it is vorth stressing that the tie be-

tween personality and genetics is evidence for the continuous variation of per-

sonality and evidence against typological systems.
2

3. Culture and Inbreeding

Cultural anthropology has changed popular thought as few sciences have

done in the past. We know, as did no earlier age, that the typicality shown by

various nations and tribes is due largely to a lifetime of learning and social

interaction within given milieus. One can sea on film the Balinese boy, Karba,

c_wowing from a universal infancy into withholding, muted, graceful, suspicious

child, typical of the Balinese (Bateson and Maad, 1942).

But was it a universal infancy? This -7s a reference to the very real pos-

sibility that the Balinese gene pool is unique in the world as a result of its

specialized genetical history, and that Balinese are souewhat differently con-

stituted than, say, a similarly isolated Yew Guinean tribe. This somewhat touchy

subect has received little attentioe in the past due to the spectre of racier:.

but, 'Iopefully, that period is passing.

Let us first consider the gen:2 8 of the eituatirya. In the evolutionary

aense all people are related sinee at sone remote stage 'n their history they

had common ancestors, and the Ac:am and Eve story is allegorically correct.

A.s noted in the introduction, a phenotyne is al-vays the result of a com-

plex interaction between genotype and environment. Studies of twins reared apart,

such as that of Newman, Freeman, and Folzinger (1937), have been somewhat Mi.F.

loading in this respect. When separate rearing leads to different performance

in identicals, as was found in this study, the explanation is that G x E inter-

action has beet.' different, and it is of course not proof that the behavior in

queetion is independent of heredity. Sec Section 6 for further discussion of

point.

2Science has been described as the making of discontinuities from continu-

ities and continuities from discontinuities. At this stage in personality theory

it seems advantageous to promulgate the latter.
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Thus Harrison (1964) writes: "So far s some particular population is

concernecl, its past size, if all individuals were unrelated, we'ad have to have

been far greater than it actually colad have been, since every individual has

two pnrents, four grandparents, eight great-grandparents, and 2n ancestors n

generations ago. Assuming that on average there have been four generations per

hundred years, an individual would have 2
40

or approximately a million million

ancestors a thousand years ago, if there had been no consanguinity. It seems

probable that the total population of thc world in the tenth century did not ex-

ceed 200 million and it was very much smaller in yet earlier times:" (pp.158)

This reasoniug which renders all men relatives also makes it clear that

in the history of any closed cultural group there has been considarable inbreed-

ing. This, together with the "founder" principle, i.e., tha dependency of the

gne pool on thc founding generation, leads to the irrefutable conclusion thnt

the gene pool is to soma extent unique for each such population. In light of

our previous discussion, it should be elect- that this may as readily produce dis-

tinct behavioral phenotypes significant for personality as it toes significant

physical variations. In ddition, there is the fact that d4fferent cultures may

e:-:)hasize different mating tracke so that, as in tha development of domestic

breeds, unique cultural selective processes may lead to uniquely organized geno-

types (Ginsburg and Laughlin, 1956).

There are few data in this area, but it is now well known that African

b.-.bius in several sections of Africa are born with greater skeletal maturity and

more developed motor abilities than comparable groups of European infants (Geber,

1956). They retain this relative precocity until the third year, when the tests

become highly verbal, and when gross motor items are no longer ured (e.g., ho-.7

well a child plays ball, leaps, jum?s rope, etc.). l'hn Caucasian children sub-

sequently do better with verbal abetractions. The same pattern is seen in
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Negro-White comparisons in the United States (Bayley, 1965; Lesser, et al.,

1965). The usual interpretation of the switchover at age three is that there

is less chance for Negro children to apply verbal abstraction in their milieus

Geber, 1956). On the other hand, there is little choice but to acknow-

ledge the genetic aspects of the racial differences found in the first years.

There is no other cw-efully controlled work along these lines, but there

arc aany possibilities. In Hav4aii, for example, clearcut differences have been

observed between Japanese and Polynesian babies in their reactions to the first

inoculations at three months. Polynesian babies rarely cry and, if they do, they

recover quickly. Japanese babies usually have an intense reaction, remain fear-

ful for a considerable period, and in some cases continue to cry on subsequent

visits to the doctor (garshall, 1965). While this reaction may be indirectly

due to differential tension between the mothers, it would be possible to study

such group variations with tha proper controls.
1

To my knowledge no ethnologists are c. with gene-pool

hy?otheses, although ideas which flow from population genetics hold far more

promise for extending our knowledge of man than th6 worn hypotheses concerned

with libidinal fixations.

As a final word on this point, it should be emphasized that all humans

share basic traits and that there is continuoas variation e7ithin all groups that

gives them considerable overlap with all other human groups (Dobzhansky, 1964).

We have chosen to emphasize potential genetic factors which make relatively in-

bred groups unique because ths is once again a fresh approach.

1_
In a recent factor-analytic study of personality in twins, Loehlin (1965)

found that the same factors which had a high hereditary loading also had a high
environmental loading. There is the clear implication in these data that cul-
tural institutions have developed in support of man's biological nature.
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4. Snxual Dimorphism

roy-girl differences are reported from time to tim on many different

havioral continua (Ausubel, 1958; Mussen, 1963), and for the most part these

di(!ferenct;s are explained in terms of cultural and familial influences. Zandura

ane, Talters (1963), for example, explain the repeated findings that boys arc

more aggressive than girls as follows: "This finding is not surprising for chil-

dr,.In brought up in a society in which aggression is much more tolerated in boys

and in which the socially approved physically aggressive models, e.g., sports

and film idols, are males" (p. 37C).

It is a frequent finding that famales are more passive and dependent than

comparable groups of males (Aucub,4, 1957). 7,agan and Moss (1960), on finding

that cemnles are more consistently passive and de,endnnt than mees from birt%

through adolescence, interpret their data as follows: ":t was suggested that en-

vironmental disaonroval and punic.hment of dcnnrent behavior in young rales led

-o inhibif-ion of and conf'ict over dependency in the growing boy. _he social ac-

cnntance of nass4ve and dennndent 'n ferales -i-ould be expecter' to result

in greater stabili"y for °-his r.lass of resnons-T or womnn than fo- nrn" (7.4A6:).

Ausubel writes of children ':,ct,ceen eighteen and forty-t-to months as follo-.7s:

.-1.1./4/:rae". lns e. f%4c em Iloyg for
."

reasons; first, because they see themselves as more accented and intrinsically

valued by parents and have a more available li%e-sexed person with whc'l to iden-

tify, they can acquire more derived status. Second, they are able to obtain more

subsidiary primary status than boys can by 7articipating in female household

f-aolcs" (Ausubel, 1958, p. 293).

Margaret. Mead notod that a difre-ence between boys andzirls which holds

in all cultures is the greater-investigativeness and 4 '..rUsiveness of boys as

denced, for example, in their t4'ndency to wander rarther from ho7n. At the tir7e
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(1949), she gave this finding a psychoanalytic interpretation, relating such

beftwior to tha acqu.sition of the "phallic 7orie." It was not clear, however,

whther Mbad viewed the phallic mode as universally learned or as primarily the

result of maturrtion.

To summarize thesa examples, young males were foun':. to be more negativistic,

more aggressive, more investicative, and less passive tnd dependent than females,

and in each case, with the possible exception of Mead, it was assumed that social

pr,.:ssures caus:.1d these sexual differences.
1 Interestingly enough, these very

traits typify male-female diffurences among many primate species and we must sup-

pose, following the above, that human culture or, in the case of Mdad, human

libidinal development has patterned itself on biological differences at the sub-

humnn level. Once again, an evolutionary perspective dill help us evaluate these

data.

First, what is the function of sex? The evolutionary answer is that it pro-

vides a population with tremendous variability unobtainable in asexual reproduc-

tion (see Section2), and such variability usually makes possible the continuing

survivnl of at least some members cf this population under conditions which are

1:thal to most.

Once introduced into the cours_ of evolution, sexu-C. differences themselves

became exploited, so to speak, via secondary sex characteristics. Etkin's dis-

cussion of differences in aggreesive potential is to the point:

A secondary sex characteristic, which may be designated

as aggressive potential, is the difference between male and female

with regard to capacity for fighting. This type is common among

1
In a subsequent publication Kagan and Moss (1962) discuss the possible

constitutional bases for the boy-girl differences found in their studies. It

is slowly becoming clear to many workers that "social role" and"constitutional

type" are facets of the same self-actualizing process, i.e., the cultural and

th.2 biological are in fact inseparable.
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vertebrates. Most prominent among these dimorphisms are differ-

ences in size and strength. One of the xtreme examples is seen

in the seals and related marine carnivores. Elephant-seal males

are as much as two and a half, and fur-seal males ten times as

large as their females. Though this is extreme, a difference of

50 per cent or so is not at all rare among mammals. In a majority

oE mammals, the male tends to be bigger and heavier than the fe-

male. Only exceptionally, as in the European rabblet, is the female

the larger.

"Aggressive potential in favor of the male often takes the

form of weepons. Horns and antlers are in many instances differ-

entiated between sexes. We are familiar with them in many species

of dear. Teeth as weapons are also frequent secondary sex character-

istics of mamma/ian moles. T'72 see this in the enlarged canine teeth

in male baboons and, in extreme form, in the single large tooth of

the narwal. In birds, examples of dimorp'lism in weapons are fewer,

but the spurs of the rooster provide a good one." (Etkin, 1963, p.110).

There are many other consideratione in sexual dimorphism, such as the dis-

play colorltion in males of many species useally associated with territorial

defense and mating. Less dimorphic animals tend to share more tasks, includ-

in3 nest-building, care of young, hunting, etc.

While it has long been recognized that there are male forming and female

forming hormones in vertebrate embryos (Will4er, et al., 1955), we are only now

learning something about the behavioral correlates of embryonic hormonal activity.

Young and co-workers (1965), for example, injected pregnant rhesus monkeys with

testosterone propionate, and thereby made male peeudo-hermaphrodites of tIle fe-

male fetuses, i.e., at birth these were virilized genetically female monkeys.
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Tests of early development revealed typical malc rhesus behavior with regard

to social encounters; facial threats, invitations to play, and rough and tumble

play were distinctly male-like. Similar injections after birth did not have

comparable effects, although in rats analogous behavioral effects occurred with

testosterone injections up through five days after birth. In both these studies

it appeared that testosterone propionate affected the developing central nervous

system in some complex way to produce the male phenotype, and recent evidence

with human male pseudo-hermaphrodites Thdicates that human sexual differentia-

tion occurs in the same way (Landau, 1966).

Despite these data, there has been in recent years considerable propaganda

claiming sexual neutrality in humans at birth, largely due to publications by

Money and Hampson on sexual reassignment ofctonstutionally anomalous individuals;

the clear implication has been that in humans the sexual role is predominantly

a learned affair. This extreme nosition has become someehat more balanced

(e.g., Money, 1965), and a recent critique of the Money and Hampson view by

Diamond (1965) makes a good caee for returning to a more classical biological

view of sexuality--not very surprising in 1!:ght of the foregoing.

With regard to the "Oedipus complex," it seems likely that the upeurge of

rivalrous feelings which human four- and five-year-o'ds experience is due pri-

verily to hormonal shifts acting on the central nervous system. Male-mnle

con-petition in particular seems predicated upon the evolution of dominance riv-

alry so widely seen among group-living species, and hominid infantilization seems

to account for the precocious appearance of this need to w4n and to be "top

Little experimental work has been done to date in tracing the longitudinal course

of androgen-estrogen balance, but it is clear that we can no longer persist in

the notion that behavioral consequences of hormonal differentiation of the sexes

occurs for the first time at puberty (e.g., Ausubol, 1958).
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In summary, then.: can 1,e littl doubt that human dimorphism follows the

gcucral mammalian trend and that it shares similar functions. Thus when we

find little boys less passive, morQ negativistic, more aggressive, more rival-

rous, or more investigative than little girls, wa probably have our mammalian-

pri=te ancestry to thank and not som,.: proposed libidinal stage nor Some make-

shift social force. This is not to dny, of course, that cultural institutions

do indeed support and differentially shape such biological trends.

An evolutionary analysis
1
of human dimorphism has never-been seriously

-7nat we mean by evolutionary analysis will be discussed further in
Section 7. To give a brief example--it is of substantial evolutionary interest
that human females mature more quickly than males in such diverse areas as bone



after their mothers loft when the infants were three months of ago. "The in-

-

fants remained in the Foundling Home, where they were adequately cared for in

every bodily respect. Food, hygiene, medical care and medication, etc. were as

good as, or even superior to, that of any other institutions wa have observed."

At the end of the second year these children had either died (ca 40%)

or else had developmental quotients at the level of severe defectives. This

information was first published in 1945, and as of his most recent publication

Spitz (1965) still insists this wasting away, called marasmus, was due entirly

to lack of "rothering." The fact is that the "Foundling Home" was located in a

severe protein deficiency belt and that marasmus was and is a major public

health problem there, even among home-reared babies (Scrimshaw & Behar, 1961);

it is therefore small wonder that no temperate zone worker has ever found such

lethal results from lack of mothering.

Facts such as these as well as Spitz's poor reporting (Pinneau, 1955)

have cast doubt on the entire notion of the first year as a critical period in

the formation of attachments, but there is nevertheless ample evidence that

Spitz's pioneering work was in the right direction. Bowlby's famous monograph

of 1932, Maternal Care ane Mental Health, has withstood the test of criticism

and time and in a recent re-evrtluation Ains-,7orth (1962) gave the following ex-

cellent summary of the results of effective deprivation: (pp. 153-154)

"(1) Recovery from a sin!..;10, brief, depriving separation exper-

ience seems fairly prompt and eoeg;lete e7ith respect to overt be-

haviour under ordinary conditions; there i9 evidence, however,

of vulnerability to future threats of separationi.e., there is

at least one "hidden" irpairment that prevents the reversibility

from being described as complete.

"(2) Relief from deprivation after even fairly prolonged deprivation



experiences in early infancy can result in rapid and dramatic .

improvement in overt b:.haviour and in generalized intellectual

functioning;
vocalization, however, may be retarded, even though

the relief occurs before twelve months of age, and effects on

other specific aspects of intellectual and personality function-

ing cannot be ruled out until these aspects have been explored in

research.

"(3) Prolonged and severe deprivation beginning early in the

first year of life and continuing for as long as three years

usually lzads to severely adverse effects on both intellectual

and personality functioning that do resist reversal.

"(4) Prolonged and severe deprivation beginning in the second

year of life leads to some grave effects on personality that do

resist reversal, although the effects on r:eneral in4-elligence seam

to be fairly conpletely reversible; specific impairment of intel-

lectual functions has not yet been studied.

"(5) The effects of age at the onset and relief of the depriva-

tion experience are undoubtedly important factors in influencing

reversibility, but thes.-2 are not understood in et.ough detail to

set precise limits for a "sensitive phase" of development of

special processes.

"(6) In general, in the first year of life, the younger the

infant when deprivation is relieved (and hence the less pro-

longed the deprivation experience), the more normal is the sub-

sequent development; yet after the first year of life has passed,

the older the child at the onset of deprivation the more readily

and completely reversible seem to be the effects of a deprivation

of a given duration.

19
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"(7) Curtain impairments seem to be less readily and less coR. ,

pletely reversible than others--impairments in language, in

abstraction and in the capacity for strong and lasting inter-

personal attachments.

"(8) Especially if undertaken when the child is still very

young, intensive therapeutic efforts may result in marked im-

provement of some very severe effects that resist reversal

through ordinftry re15.ef from deprivation.

"(9) Subseouent experiences of insufficiency, distortion or

discontinuity in in4:el:personal interaction may be impornant in

reinforcing impairments that otherwise right have 1---een reversed

more or less completel."

. .

While these findings are remarkably straightforwrd,
1

It Is difficult

to pinpoint the rising fear of strangers in infants (see sec.7 and Loring,

this volume) as a natural end to the period in which primary attachments are

formed, as Gray (1958) has p=posed; but it is also a safe guess, on the basis

of the data reviewed by Ainsworth, that for nost infants attachments by seven

-nonths are essential. In evolutionary terms, it is highly adaptive that at-

tachments between human infant and careetker form by this age so that subsequent

development of autonomy, in the newly motile child, may take place relatively

unfettered by recurring dependency.
2
Erikson's (1950) surmise that a basic

1Casler (1961) has chosen to emphasise the shortcomAngs of research

in this area and, like the man seeking lost keys only where the light is good,

suggests perceptual deprivrtfAon rather than affective deprivation is the basis

for these findings. Actually, no such sharp distinction is possible, for cog-

nition, percr.2ption, and affective behavior all work in concert and represent

our own somewhat artlfical abc:tractions. la addition, as Ainsworth (1962)

points out, in the early monCas of life perceptual deprivation is equivalent to

social deprivation since it is primarily the caretaker who provides the infant

with Perceptual stimulation.

2The evolutionary point, so to speak, is to form the attachment and get on
with the next stage. Also, it is apparent that precise decisions about a cral



tc.nse of trust or mistrust is established in the first year is a complementary

way of dealing with th.; same set of events.

Erikson (1950) has furth,Jr proposed that th:. major theme of the second

and third years is the development of autonomy. Few observers would deny that

the demand for and insistence on autonomy for-:Is a major aspect of the lives of

two- and three-year olds, nor is there much difficult; in surmising the evolu-

tionary importance of such self-propelling investigation of the environment,

1

at this age.'

In considering the relation of developing autonomy to attachments formed

in the first year, Harl's observalons or mon,ys who had not received

"contact comlort" as infants to the point. Thesc, sensually deprived Rhesus

infants explored very little, preferring to lie in one spot, and in effect suf-

fered from impaired autonomy. The young orphaned children described and filmed

by Appel and Aubry (1951) behaved with striking similarity; they were fearful,

they explored very little, and they had to be helped to find out what the world

was like. Ainsworth reports oth.!r such datn ald it seems that this is one wny

in w:lich events of the first, year may s"ect c.ing dewlopment. We can as-

sume rurthnr that the mannr in wh!_ch 7,77r; tr:7o and threP a":e ngot4a4-ed a.F'octs

the relat'vely unicue develop=ents of the fou.,:'-year-old period, and so on, and

leically ,,!ach period =st to some nxtent 1-e "^-jtical" fo-,' the ncxt.

nurlod for attach-nent in hilvtic is not possible in contrast, say, to imprinting

in precocial grouad-nestin2; birds. Evolutionally spc:aai.n;;, the latte-7 must be

on their feet soon after li.tchins or they would be oclen to severe predation.

The situation is tha san-, in pr,:cocial mars, such as the wild forr's of sheep,

goats and cattle, all naturally preyed-u:Ion animnls, and atc-chments are nade

:,7ithin hours after birth lfter which the fli3.1t response to strancers do.volor,s

(Freedmnn, 1961). In not une.2r (1:act oredatri: pressure, such as rinn,

the time piod in which *rimary attachmts occur i always lorr:er an.d nere

L..dditionally we .'17e in man the factor of oxtensive infantilization,

i.e., the prolongation of e:;!:ndency over t.e leng,.1s: period of time of any rx-tni-

""ns attrchments have r long t4me to form -z1 we shall sce in 'nst

saction, there are numeroes s7...trnate (or conplements-F) mechanisms throu3:A

which this ras.y be accomplish.:d.

-That parental thwarting of autonomy will result in shame, as Eriksolk
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As for individual diffe..ences in relation to cr:tical periods, experi-

mental work with animals provldos a helpful peradigm. Ginsburg (l965) has

e:euonstrated that the handling of sone straine of mice during a pro-weaning

period will exaggerate adult eggressiveness whereas handling another strain

will result in unusually pacific animals. In addition, the amount of hendling

also makes a difference in later aggression depending on the strain of mice

used. Since each strain is essential:y a single sample of the species pos-

sibilities, it is clear that tremendous variability exists in responsivity to

early stress. Breeds of dogs yield similar informaticn (Yreee4.man, 1.953) and

there is no reason to suspect the same is not true of humans. Experiences

critical for one child may well have entirely different efteets in another,

and variability rather then uniformity of response is to be e.:pected vithin

the broad framwork of the species pattern, providing the experiences or depri-

vations are not complet ly artagonistic to the nature of the species. W4th

regard to this last point, Mezehy (1964) has pointed out that individual e:i.f-

fc;reaces are meximal in the relatively healthy, and the extreme deprivation

f".iscussed by Ainsworth amounts to a species-wide debilitation where individerl

6iffarences become subrerged by Ce.e ocin nrture of the general symptc-ertelogy.

5. Continuity vs. Norcontinuity in Personality

One of the earliest reports in this area is that of Neilon (1943) e,ho

contacted in late adolescence the individuals Mary Sh4t-lev had stedied over

their first two years of life (Shirley, 1S'22,), General nersonllity descrip-

tions were made of tl-ese yoeng nen nnd women .which were in turn blinc:ly -,atched

hold,s, has mech less to reeommend it. The feeling of ehame is common Japanese

emotion, for example, yet eeLoaony in boys is greatly encouraFed and considered

desirable in that celture aring, 15b6).
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to Mary Shirley's descriptions of them as two-year-olds. Matching was

well above chance and the conclusion was drawn that there is consider-

able continuity in personality structure.

On the other hand, the attempt to asse.ss continuities via the pre-

set categories of rating scales or trait checklists has been only mini-

mally successful, and the "meaty" indiv euali%ed aspects of personality

descriptions have invariably been lost. .ecent reports by Kagan and Moss

(:962) and Bayley and Schaeffer (S'32) on ceparate longitudinal studies

of nout thirty years duration are to the point. Bayley and Schaeffer's

report found the :lost stab:e dimensions ove7: the years were "active,

etroverted vs. inactive, introverted" behaviors, TW.le ',Kagan and Moss

found consistency from the preschool years to adulthood in the ncgressive

behavior of malos and 4n the pans4vi4-1- and :.:,.,Dereence of 'ernies. The

latter t"1a o"- b- (' ne/) r
j

..tecto7: consistency in eve= tho vr,--s on the
-

enmr, and alc'o "2.n r 0 nn o ",)Cy CMG Le:.e 4! v. M 4 M

^46e0-,e404.-ev ^^44100J,ve5
in

'A,
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wan 4od.

fro noint of view of: " r A I% ri AA 11 A° re% ("1 04 'P. :Ion V-ny
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are rather snarse prose ativs 04*- That T- us"al'y think o'

1144,..

Without doubt, a rraior prcble in re1rimr-. con"tPq tre; been
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etically evolved adaptations
1

; since the organism's viability depends

on its ability to achieve organination in terms of all forces acting on

it, whether exogenous or endogenous, there is a continuous repatterning

of personality in the service of maintaining "centeredness." (Goldstein,

1939).

ror somewhat the same reasons prediction of personality from per-

formance in infancy has also met with minirlal success (2ries and Woolf,

1933; Escalona and Heider, 195(:; renfanin, 1T.79). Since each genntype

is highly unique, and since the interaction the environment furthe--

ine4vidualizes the organism, ye r;!,r1ply do not T-ave a means of predicting

spec:tfic patterns as they emerge -:7ithin an7 7,iven ontogenetic history.

7:t is not surprising, therefore, that IZacrInne (1^54) 4s more ice-

mrf'.1"'" b- *.he charc'es than by ",^ the thi-ty-c4ve years

hl- stuAy has been actfve v=e,-., that the most 4nter-. . t

a-nee-s o4 perr:onalitr are those whaich are e$;sr.1-4-/ y -^-.

qr^"m "^"

..1.....
"ny% Th.'s is "zorne"

-This view of eeveloomemt is 4"1..Istrat^,It by 7.,^rnrl's concept of "kuman"

relationhips f.n birds (Lorenz, 7..77). It 'c 'N,...sed on the obse,-vrtd fact

tt bire.s react to the social cormnnion (17=van) appropriate to their

cnal s+.af,e, be it ;In ol,j,,et of r.v.rtroal.cP, nating, a3gr2ssion,

flte. Lorenz's 7et jackdaw, fo- 5.is own o.Ff-

reacted nurtwv.ntly when ecnfrontee. by p:anins ch:Lcks. These

id,-.!as will be treated further f.n the last se?.ticn.
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out by the work of MacKinnon (1940 and his O.S.S. colleagues during

the Second World War in which, on the basis of extensive personality

aosessmPnt, they unsuccessfully tried to predict what people would do

in various emergency situations.

Similarly, in the study reported by Murphy (l9G4) in which over

sixty children were studied from infancy through pre-puberty, "over half

the ch4ldran chanc_Ied rar%edly 4n one or nnother nrpect of functioning

ch41d-en showino r.ost cont'ru"-y en""lrInfien".7 7.1"11""C and
....

C.v.(

less vulnere5i14ty in inl'ancv, an,', were growin7, v.? in environTonts. vhich

Tr-1"e relativalv honor,e,,aoi,* r"6-',1e
x!.. iin 4.°^4e"'"" r.fle4

and congenial to the ch4ld's nat.,ral stvla of develon-,o,,t."

4-,resseA with the 1nd4v4deal

cu.s or discontinuous over the
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A
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- - 17' .0 .',6 60 66
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biological thought, and no extra-biological concepts seem warranted.

:n our view, then , the netjor non-artifactual reasons for discon-

tinuities in personality assessments are: 1) the fact that flexibility

and conscious directionality of behavior built-In characteristic

of hominids; 2) different stages in ontogeny are characterized by

(phylogenetically) evolved behavior adapti-:e to that stage.

As for illustrations of constitutional x enyironmental interactions
1

ovn- t4-4, t',n best examples .;.om var404,r, no.44m1 m vv4h 44i'ymce
C cAh4.

groups. To tale.e but one stuey: 7reedran (195e) -eared punpies of .rc"r

dog breeds in either a very permissive fashion or under a strict reg:7.men

of training and found:

(1) Each breed (genotype) reacted to t'ne sar:n mode of reargng in

a untque way.

:?11 cvle.tt.!c*.,nd
timenneit:Ionc6

. " .. .. . Cs . .

nn n inte,-actio7

of o^-,4,-40...,1 --^

to ter.o an extrem,, exam,le, cnen%e,-r, languages f. not

-4 ,-,^ mmmm°---mm".v.
.

v.6 66. 666
. ,6 .6. V

t"ao Tzeotion 07.tcmt to
h 4rh4, ac,".!..1 n

%.7.; 4 . .

.0

uc=2,1v dealt with n 1:arle,4 on

e:*.ffv-encs of !d,,,nti,:',n1 sano-c-7. fnatc=n1
4
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(2) The breed x environment interactions varier_ kaleidoscopically,

depending on the test or task imposed.

(3) The saml behavior In one breed might be duc primarily to constitu-

tion and in another primarily to conditions of rearing (termed a "phanocopy"

by geneticists).

(4) In the follow-up period which lasted over a year, three breeds

showed a straight-line continuity in their social reactions to humans yodeled

on behavior learned during early rcaring.

(5) In one breed the permissively reared animals changed m-trkedly over

time, whereas the disciplined group continued to show the same fawnir7, be-

havior developed in puppyhood.

(5) Some breeds were rore deeply affected by the e,-,7ly modes of rear-

ing than others.

It should be made clear that this study is presented as an illustration

oc a few well worked-out gene+.:c x onvirenl-en-r1 pormetations, and in actu-Il

fact the number of G x 'ntoe-rc-4ons m-st hayc been ce- morn numerous.

addition, if other breeds or J-Iler methor7s ot' rearing hr,d boon used, the

actions would have probably been considerely dif'erant.

of course, such G x M interactions cannot realt with in an accu..ate or re-

peetable way, but t-here is every rorson to bol'eve thint +-his stuey o4fers a

reasonable, general paradigm for analoe:ous interactions which must occur in

hominid growth.

7. An 2volutionary View of Marly Attachlrents

In 1958 Bowlby wrote, "Psychoanalysts are at one in recognizing the

child's fgrst object relations as the foundation stone of his personality:

yet there is no agreement on the nature and dynamics of this relationship."

makes sense to assum thet the genetic component enters at the level of hair

color. More often such an analysis is net possible, and we are sircply left

with an un-understandable score of heritability.
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He then went on to make the first fr,!sh analysis of the nature of the

child's emotional tie to the mother since Freud's "Three Contribvtions to the

Theory of Sex" (1918). Bowlby described sucking, clinging, following, crying,

oniling, and possibly cooing and babbling as evolved
1 responses (in the Darwinian

sense), all in the service of assuring an attachment between infnnt and adult

in their earliest manifestations. Each, to be sure, was seen as serving a var-

iety of other purposes as well and were part of other maturational trends which,

transmuted to varying degrees, carry through the life span.

Bowlby's major critique was that "psychoanalytic theory has becom.e fix-

ated on orality," and it was his avowed purpose to "free it (psychoanalysis)

for broader development." Unfortunately, psychoanalysts have t.mded to reject

this attempted r2vision as coming from outside psychoanalysis and in effect have

accused Boolby of playing quite another game (A..Yreud, 1960;_Shur, 1960; Spitz,

1960).

The following is intended as an extension of Bowlb).'s insights, and the

wlys he proposes that a child ach4eves attachments will be cons'derod in r SOTP-

-ehr.t extended evolutionary context.

As a first step it will bc appropriate to consider the chnracteristics

of -:::odern evolutionary thin%ing. ror one thing, evolutionary thought is oftnn

sf:len as circular. Somet:ling is said to have ada,tive value for a species ..nd the

proof offered for this contention is that the species has survived, e.g., im-

printing or the rapid formation of primary attachments is an adaptation of

a

this pape,- we are using the term evolved and have avoided. the ambiguous

dirhof-omy of innate vs..acquired. Evolution has been termed opportunistic

(Simoson,_19,64), so that in a species in which learning can become well developed

any major genetic' lumc.vmtion in behavior will be completely interdependent with

lecrning. Imprinting, for exarn:qe, obviously involves both innate and acquiref::

elements. Rather than becoming lost in a make-believe partitioning of these ele-
ments,: it is preferabl,..: to speak o4 imprintinfz as "evolved behavior." This latter

term has the further advantage over "innate" o4 having clear phylogenetic refer-
ence without any implications reardiag neurophysiological processes.



ground-nesting precocial birds to intense predator pressure, and the proof is

said to be that these birds have survived predator pressure.

The point is, hovever, that evolutionary thinking depends on a nexus of

relationships in which each datum, although weak by itself, grows in strength

when considered in the context of other evidence. Evolutionary theory is pri-

marily oriented towards the understanding of an event with regard to its adaptive

function rather than, say, the biochemical process underlying it. The latter

foren of research is sometimes called the "atomistic approach" ('Yaddington, 1966),

and delly the two approaches are coupled in mutually supporting theory and

discovery.

In this 1..egard, it is assumed that all the genes within an organism act in

concert and that, for example, the XX chro:rosomally constituted female and the

elnlo are not dimorphic as eire!ct action of the different chromosomes and genes

involved; rather the XX or XY tal:es th2 en4-ire gene.= 4n tha direction of male-

ness or femaleness via corl')lex interactions, which have in turn come about phylo-

genetically by a series of "mechanistic" proe,ecses. 'rn other words, evolution

has yielded organizntion, and it is up to the scientist to discover the slechnnisms

involved, always having in mind total func-ioning.

The same holistic lo!zic holds for the analysis of behavior, i.e., any item

of behavior takes on meaning only e7hen examined 4n 11ht of the total soeees'

arler.,tation (Von Uexkull, 1957) 1 04,*. MOMION.I ..,70. '"""..c. In 44'Pn of infant behavior. the ee.p.ile

er cry: nust be considPred :n oe eotee ooele." 4 f. " " J. 1 " 4. " 4 " the
:",-

toA.al life span.

From this point of view, the equation of development with ontoFoeny is er-

roneous and can lead to false conclusions; it is no more logical to start -pith

the baby in a description of the life span than wi h any other stage of life,

for species survival and the evolution of adaptations involve all phases of the



sp.n. This is in distinction to i;sycholoical systems which assume a

strict causal chain between earlier and later cv..Ints.

Formation of the Family

Before considering infant behavior a few words about 1.,iologica1 aspects

of the family system are in order. We know that the infant will generally ba.

born into a family since the family system is universal in man (Malinowski,

1956). Why men and womm _form iamilies in every culture I-.as never been ade-.

qu-.tely analyzed, but clearly there have evolved a number of assurances that

van and women will mate, and fu.r.ther that they will tend to stay together.

Consider, for example, that the mature human female is the only mammal

with breasts which are prominent when not lactating, and it becomes apparent

that the upright hominid posture made possible the evolution of the distended

broast as a sexual releaser. Needless to say, there are many other aspects of

fenal ! structure and behavior which attract males, yet what current psychological

theory concerns itself with thL obvious function of female beauty as an evolved

sexual attractamt? In the same vein, the ability to fall in love is rarely

thou,-,ht of as an evolved species characteristic but it, too, Seems to be another

hominid universal; and it chlracterlstically occi.7.rs with greatest intensity at

the most adaptive time, just after puberty. Continual sexual readiness and re-

ceptivity among hominids seems also to bind the partners together via the re-

sulting emotional reinforcement, although we know that fairly permanent pairing

may occur in the Anatidac, who have only seasonal sexual activity, via various

non-sexual behavior mechanisms ;Lorenz, 1966).

Note that this approach is distinct from so-called cultural evolut4on,

i.e., the_ view that culture provides for the evolution of behavior independently

of biological determinants (White, 1949). 7naiol- weakness of this latnr
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view is that it considers culture as something "layered on," instead of a pro-

cess that responds to and reflects man's evolved nature.

We will now go on to a consideration of the formation of attachments in

the baby.

Crying, Holding, and Caretaking

The very first behavior e%hibited by the newborn is the cry, a common

mammalian occurrence. Detailed analyses of the behavior around human crying

are only now being made (Wolfe, 1966) but crying seems to share the conmon mani .

malian function of exciting the parent to caretaking activities. In dogs, for

example, a puppy removed from the nest immediately starts to cry and continues

until exhausted. The bitch will usually become extremely excited, seek the

source of the cry until the puppy is found, and then fetch him back. What we

have here, clearly, are two complementary evolved mechanisms, and neither has

tt-o be learned.
1

In the human, similarly, it can be demonstrated that within hours after

birth most crying infants will quiet when held and carried. Consider how this

cessation of crying coordinates beautifully with the intense arixiety felt by the

oarent until the infant is quieted. Aside from caretaki. and feeding, body

contact is the inevitable result of crying, and the hur.an baby does as well as

the macaque in getting next to che parent without the ability to cling. There

seems little doubt that such contact is normally a mutually reinforcing exper-

ience, and affectionate or appeasing tactual contacts of one form or another

lIt is a general uammalian and avian characteristic that the very young,

when left alone or when lost, yelp, cry, or chirp. When these noises are heard

by the parent, various forms of retrieval behavior occur. While such vocaliza-

tion exposes the young to predation, they would die in any event without parental

aid; so that, like many evolutionary mechanisas, a compromise is reached between

two opposing possibilities. Few mechan4.sms do not o some extent compromise the

chances of survival, and this occurs with such frequency that compromise cnn be

termed a general rule of evolution. Bright coloration and complex song in mate
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remain an important means of relating throughout the life span.
2

Smiling

Smiling is also quite clearly an evolved mechanism (Ambrose, 1960;

Freedman, 1964). It is universelly present in man and has the same or simi-

lar interpersonal function everywhere, that of a positive greeting or of appease-

ment. Smiling is first seen in reflexive form in newborns, including prematures,

when they are dozing with eyes closed, usually after a feeding. Even at these

early ages, however, smiles can also be elicited by a voice or by rocking the

infant and, since it occurs in infants whose gestational age is as low as seven

months, there seems little doubt that smiling can also occur in utero. Visually

elicited smiles occur somewhat later than sound elicited ones, though they are

occasionally seen within the first week of life. These are called social smiles

since they occur most readily when the eyes of infant and adult meet (see Loring,

this volume). In the auditory mode the preference for a voice over other sounds

also marks such smiles as "social" (Wolfe, 1963).

The major function of smiling, then, from a very early age is responsivity

to another. As Bowlby pointed out, it provides an important means of attachment

between adult and infant, and in later life It lends ease and promotes attachment

in a wide variety of social encounters. It is also widely displayed between

adults as a gesture of appeasement in that it is a major means of either

songbirds aid territoriality, non-specific dispersal, as well as mating, but
marks the male's whereabouts and leaves him vulnerable to predation. Similarly,
the fact that black-headed gulls remove the glistening eggshells soon after hatch-
ing probably serves to lower visibility of nest sites to predators, but while the
parents are gone with the shells predators may attack the defenseless chicks
(Tinbergen, 1965).

2frteals Goes not imply, as does psychoanalytic logic, that if a type of be-
havior occurs earlier in time it is necessarily causal to related behavior ap-
pearing later in time. Within evolutionary logic, for example, attachments
between adults of a social species are as "primary" as are attachments between
infant and adult.
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overcoming or precluding dissension and angry feeling.

It is pure surmise, of course, as c whether the smiling response ap-

peared phylogenetically as an adult-adelt mechanism or as an adult-infant

7echanism. It is most akin to the "frightened grin" in other primates, a ges-

ture which occurs quite frequently by a subore.%-late animal when passing close

to a dominant one (Hall el DeVore, 1965). Zuran smiling may well have origincted

with such a gesture in an evolutionary "turning to the opposite."

an,,ard4-0. individual differences in smiling, some newborns never, or

rar,ly, exhibit so-called reflexive smiling while others may become the pets

of the nursery because of their constant display. From a 5-year longitudinal

study, we have found consistency in the use of sm4linc: as a soc4a1 eechnioue

dating back to the reflexive eyes-closed smiles, e.g., a fl:equent eyes-closed

smiler .tn the first months tends to be a frocuent social smiler at five years.

The innortance of the auditory and visuel receptors in the young human

infant seems directly related to -rts general rotoric ito...-4.1turity. Thus the oyes

begin to search for form and Tn:verent in te environment soon aZter birth (*Pants:

3. 10 )e_ee-a-e. " 63 ar n) of Po"" ^- o- cn-- will4-n
dp r,"n 10 A.

a mov4r- person (2ayley,J or,

At abo,it. two --onthe the inrant's enarehi

r4, CI V ,
V "..

4.he adul- face can be very

ne:.d at the rh,Duer_er an infant rey -nstea-..v aead cz,
4 0. 4.

to -in- - vJew of )-he holder's "ars- c---4r- 4-- '41(e a- -oose._ee k
C ft A.

One is left with the ineluctable feelinc- that if:1;7=114"' out the en face position

is itself an evolved mec1-!anism. Sen-)o-t4r- -"-fs conent-'on are thn large nu,-r

of emperimental studies whir.h find the fcce a prere--ed s-ir-ls "-- no

including newborns and "he fact thr"- the rdult feels "l00%ed-nt" 'or -he rirs"

time iust precedinv the onset of social c'1":14'"' ITfnr.' "0""-"0
(.3

. .-(" -. 3

The human orientation towards thn fa-e of anothnr 4s undoeedlv bound
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with many aspects of evolatiowxy adaptation, incli,:dinr; the upright stance,

r.11ative hairlessness, and rich rusculature of the face; thus, there are the

myriads of obvious and subtle non-verbal communications in which hominids nn-

gage. The culture-boundness vs. culture-independence of many of these expres-

sions are under current investigation (Eibl-Eibesfeldt, 1965).

Cooing, Laughter, and Play

A few weeks after en face smiling starts, the infant begins to coo at the

b holding adult who in turn fecas the irresistible urge to respond, and as a

result much time may be spent in such conversation. Ynedings and sleep

have by then decreasod and normally Trore *Ian(' ..r.r1 time 4s spent 4n d4-ect soeal

interactions.

A somewhat more robust order of interaction is 4n4tJated by laughter,

usually at four months, when thct ba":,y and c!,Iretaker begin to engage in rutual

play. The joy the adult feelo in th:s ongagemont "s probably no less Pn ,,volvcd

mcchani-m than is the laughter of t'7.(-1 baby, and e.oubtlLss such nutually rein-

forcino. emotion ends un as attachnt.

The factor of tima spent 4-o7e-'ner 4S els:: a clidIfier of attachment

(St. Exupery, 1.1
,-_1.3) and this is rnr,,d e4 ro"-°0

.

^110

be of 0_;.angers

the above mechanisrs.

As the infant becomes embedded in the lives of those about him, another

common phenomenon em.erges, the fear of straners. As early as three months of

age in some infants, a definite preference for a narent or caretaker may be

This may be manifested at first bv ,yreferential smiling and cooinR rne,

following with the eyer. The infant may then cry when confronted by a stranger,

especially if the place is also novel, as in a doctor's o"fice.

The possible phylogenetic origins of this response have been discussed
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by Freedman (1961, 1965) where it is pointed out that many mamma1 6 and birds

show simillr fear responses to atrangers and strange places after they have

formed their initial attachments. In carnivores the fear response starts as

th2y begin to travel farther and farthat fro'n the nest (about five weeks of age

in dogs). In preyed-upon herd animals the youn are on their feet within min-

utes after birth, attachment is quickly formed to the mother, and the fear

response can be seen soon thereafter. Closely related is the advent of fear of

heights which follows soon after the biginnirlgs of motility in animals and hu-

mans, and without prior experience of fallin3 (gibson & Walk. 196C), With

rotility, all animals beeeme e..k?osed to man: new dangc.rs as their investigative

drives take them from the nest, and self-protective cunter drives are necessary

to assure surviva'.

Fhile motility and fear of strangers are related mechanisms in lower mam-

mals, when a human infant develops its fear of strangers, usually betweert six

and aine months, it simply does not have the motor ability to escape a preep.tor.

It therefore SCOMB a rw2sonable 1,:pothesis 4n h-man 4nfant.s th^ .4',,ar of

strangers serves mainly to prevent dilution of primary relationships and, in

adetion, serves to intensify t1-.:e bonds' between the infant and those already

closo to him.- In this regard the experim.Intal work of Kovach anA Hess (19

,

with the reaction of iht maks m,-4-1--y bonds even L

so that this function is already served in lower forms.

To summarize, social attachment is an aex.p.t4ve, evolved charactitic

of hominids and the formation of human mutuality is attained via many evolved

.01101010, 1.11111.11.111101111

IThere have been a numbe7: of alternative expl'atIntiOns Of the.fear'of-

strangers, and Meli (1957) h.:ts postulated that the -.L:ar is caused by an in-

ability to assimilate the percptual input. One tro!ible w4th such cognitive

interpretations, howver, is that they never ask the prior cuestion: T.,71av this

narticular response and not another?

Spitz (l950) has made a cognitive-psychoanalytic
interpretation by at-

tributing the fear reaction to the infant's '7,..s4ght that other people arc "not
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mechanisms which aro mutually reinforcing and which assure social interactions.

Some examples are the desire for physieal proximity, the appealance of mutual

wltching, mutual smiling, mutual cooing, mutual laughte.s ald play; protection

of the young when they cry or become fearful ray also bo viewed as means by which

attichment is increased as may the very act of spent together. By the time

iTitetion
1

and th, first use of words start, late in the first year, social bonds2

arc normally very strong and the child is an integral part of the lives of those

abont him.

What is the relationship between style of attachment and personality? Let

us go back to Bowlby's (1958) statement that there is agreement ". . . in recog-

nizing the child's first object relations ns the foundation stone of his

personality." We are in a position now to question the implicit logic of this

statement, i.e., that early attachments "cause" personality. The point is that

early attachments are personality and that we arc persons, or personalities, from

the ve,:y start. To speak of these early attacaments as causing personality is to

,ete :.ogecae oe -ha ,nbu,a .nsn m nq e where there was noth-
-_, ,- 4. " 1 r 1 4- 1 "

ing, something eventually apDem:s. While it is true one is always becoming, one

is also always bein,-;, and the style in w.17ich these early interactions occur is

itself personality. zach infant yerio4-4-ee these behsvt ers 'n a un:. que way, that

7other," so that the fear reaction for Spitz is a sort of anticipatory sen,aration

anxiety. A simple experiment by Jacobson 4,1(")6) has serve to eliminate this

overly-sophisticated interpretation, for she found that babies are simply more

f,'.arful of an adult strrnger than of a child s-ranger who is d-Psd the st:me and

rehearsed to behave iust like the adult. There seems little doubt that it is the

str=ger qua stranger that is feared, and that size adds to the fright.

1im-7tation is clearly a magnificent means for the acquisition of all forms

of behavior and it becomes an effective force towards the end of the first year.

As in sucking, craning the neck to see the face, reaching, turning over, sitting

and standing, the drive *o emulate is extremly strong. Only in the Human is it

carried to such persistent extremes, and it is a comment on psychoanalytic teory

that it should be concerned with "anal" play in the second year while imitation,

wtlich is.flowering, has been largely undiscussed. What better way to work into

eventual autonomy than to practice directly an experienced partner's metods cf

coping with the world?

2The evolutionary aspect of language acquisition is receiving ruch current

attention. See Rebelsky et al., this volume.



is, in his very Own variatiorl on the basic species theme.

Regarding this latter point, as we have soon, the process of forming at-

1

tachments involves the constant actualizatioa of phylozenetically derived

capacities, and a theoretical mrdel which neglects this fact is bound to develop

illoq,icalities to account for the appearance of these behaviors. As acknowl dged

by Bowlby, the tendency has been to consider infantile experience,the source of

later behavior, and as a consequence there has boon a considerable increase in

inrest and in actual work with infants in the hope of getting at causes. If

thc author reads these trends correctly, the next step will involve attributing

thc origins of infant behavior to uter:i.ne life, and then to the genome and D.N.A.

In point of fact this is a regression to "homunculus" th ory; since selection

can and did occur in terms of developments at all ontogcnetic points, the entire

life span is a product of evolutionary adaptation and a psychologist interested

in causes of behavior must simultaneously consider phylogeny and ontogeny, dif-

ficult as it may seem.

7hi1e ~his has been a far from conolete analysis of how attachments and

personality form, our main purpose was to illustrate th2 1-,rzic of the evolutionary

ap7roach and the fact that hypoJ:heses derived from evolutionary thinking are open

to ex7)erimnnta1 work. In terms of its scope, power, and Intellectual appeal evo-

lu~iona-v ~heo--y has no equal and is simply waiting for interested psychologists

to put it to work. In the words of Herman Muller (1()59), "One hundred years

wi-bcut Darwinism are enough."

1By actualization we have in nind Goldstein's (1939) meaning: There is

only one drive which is invariant and characteristic of all living n-ganisms,

the drive to actualize their inborn capacities. All other so-called d-:ives are

variable and subsidiary to this one.
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